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pianist anthony braxton is the main force of the album, completing the longform compositions that he had been developing and putting his own unusual stamp on the work. his main contributions are on suite no 1 (`the dog)` and suite no 2 (`the buffalo`), both 6 and 5 hours long
and frequently moving at breakneck speed, with little or no change of direction. (dh) never one to rest on his laurels, robert wilson took an unusual route to superstardom in the late 1970s, specifically to end the composers career as a musician and create the dance/theatre piece
the life, which ran at lincoln center between 1978 and 1981. thus, in 1977, the orchestras lifeblood was turned off, and for the next two years the musicians were required to perform their often cryptic arrangements of the legendary piece in a quite different way. several albums of
musicians improvising and recording their versions of the piece are available, but what the public got were four lp`s of the orchestra performing the piece live in concert over a period of five years. (dh) michael learns to rock caused quite a stir in 1973. a sign of the growing
american interest in eastern sounds, michael learns to rock showed the london jazz group hitting the rock scene with a home-grown interpretation of eastern sound. the album was created from four extended jams recorded live at the 16th street y, new york city in august 1973.
paul bley played alto, robert irving iii and martin taylor bass and ron carter and tom scott each laid down one of their trademark sweeping guitar solos. although some may have called this quartet jazz, bley considers its music a product of american free jazz. (dh)
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